
Luceplan
Lady Costanza Floor Dimmer

Schirmfarbe

black

primary red

shaded stone

white

Gestell

black

aluminum

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Italy

Manufacturer Luceplan

Designer Paolo Rizzatto

Year of design 2008

protection IP20

Scope of delivery Leuchtmittel/Bulb

voltage suitability 230 - 240 Volt

Projection in cm 203

material aluminum, polycarbonate, stainless Steel

height adjustment height adjustable

dimming Sensor dimmer on the light head

socket/light fixture E27

Power (max. Watt) 140 Watt

Luminous flux in lm 2,135

Shade diameter 50 cm

Shade height 35 cm

lamp stand dimensions Length 36, width 36 cm

light distribution room light

Dimensions H 217 - 250 cm

Description

The Luceplan Lady Costanza Floor Dimmer can be adjusted with its telescopic
rod in height between 217 and 250 cm. It can also be rotated by 360 degrees
on the lamp base. The frame has a curved shape. The shade has 50 cm as
diameter and is so larger than in the Costanza series, from which this arc light
2008 was further developed.

The handle on the base as well as the lightness of the lamp body make it
possible to move the light at any time. The floor lamp can also be placed
directly next to a dining table or a couch thanks to a stable base. The sensor
dimmer on the lamp head has to be touched only slightly to dim the lamp in
three brightness levels. Both the frame and the shade are available in different
colours. The frame is available in the colours aluminum or black. The shade is
offered in black, primary red, white and shaded stone. Apart from this floor
lamp with a dimmer, also a version with a switch is on offer.
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